


To know the laser projector





Use the included Radio Frequency signal remote control to operate the light’s features.
Within the reasonable control distance, Radio Frequency signal almost not limited by solid 
objects, such as windows, walls, shrubs, trees. etc. 
Make sure that the antenna will be completely pull out and straight up when use the remote.
The remote operates up to 26'~49' of distance away from the face of fixture.
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Turns the lighting on & off. When turning the lighting on, the white colour will show up first and lasts for 3s, then 
automatically switch to Red, Green, Blue, Teal, Yellow, Pink, White in sequence. When turning off the lighting, 
the device will save all current setting, so that the device will resume with the latest mode when turning it on again.

Each push of the button cycles the effect through one of the seven different colours, Red, Green, Blue Teal.
Yellow, Pink, White insequence.

One-key recovery to control white laser. Push this button, the lighting will come to show white laser only when it 
is setting on the other colours and display modes. Available functions: MOTION, COLOUR.

Push this button to set timer. Each push with the symbol that Blue, Green, Red respectively in triple-flashing. 
Blue flashing: 8h on/16 off; Green flashing: 6h on/18h off; Red flashing: 4h on/20h off. 

To control the built-in motor come to static. Push this button, the motion status at any colour and display mode 
will come to static.

This button controls the motor rotating speed. Each push of the button cycles the effect through of the different 
Six statuses: Clockwise(Slow-Medium-Fast), Anti-clockwise(Slow-Medium-Fast).

This mode makes each available laser colour blink in sequence. Each push the button cycles through one 
of two different speeds: Fast-Slow. Available functions: COLOUR, MOTION.

Push this button to make the laser colours’ brightness gradually change from the brightest to dimmest, cycles
in sequence Red, Green, Blue, Teal, Yellow, Pink and White. Each push of the button cycles through one of two 
different speeds: fast and slow. Available functions: MOTION.

Push this button, each of all available colours will randomly comes to work on irregular statuses that colour fading,
motion speed(slow-medium-fast) and rotating directions(clockwise or anti-clockwise).

A comprehensive button that collect 4 modes, PULSE, FADE, TWINKLE and CHASING.
Push this button then above 4 modes will work in sequence.

PULSE: This mode makes a smooth transition all available colours. Red, Green, Blue, Teal, Yellow
Pink, White in sequence.

FADE: This mode cycles through Red, Green, Blue in a synchronized fading transition. 

TWINKLE: This mode cycles through Red, Green, Blue in an unsynchronized twinkle effect.
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Notice: 
This RF signal remote controller will be synch well with the lighting in the package. 
If use the remote to control the other/another same lighting, please do long-press about 5s then workable 
on the other/another lighting.   










